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NEW MANUFACTURING FIRMS AND NEW FIRM FOUNDERS IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS IN 

WALES - ARE THEY REALLY DIFFERENT? 

PAUL WESTHEAD 

(Research Assistant, Cranfleld School of Management, Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield, 

Bedford, MK43 OAL). 

Through the presentation of survey results new manufacruring firm formation rates are shown to be 

marked/y higher in rum/ rather than urban areas in Wales. In order to understand these differences in 

formation rates new firm formation theory was referred to and a range of hypotheses presumed to be 

associated with the firm formation process were explored. From the new firm survey it was found that new 

firms and founders in rural areas are significant/y different from their urban counterparts. 

INTRODUCTfON 

Following the study presented by Birch (1979) in the USA which reported that small firms were contributing 

some 80% of net job gains new firms are currently seen as a key component of economic development and 

employment creation. Fothergill and Gudgin (1992, p.114) in Leicestershire also indicated that a small 

number of relatively ‘high fliers’ can have a substantial effect on job opportunities in a local labour market, 

contributing as much as 23 per cent of total manufacturing employment at the end of a thirty year period. 

Consequently, one of the government’s objectives has been to improve the climate for entrepreneurship 

and to foster more positive attitudes towards it (Frank et al., 1984). Attention has therefore focused on the 

potent&l for indigenous growth within depressed regions which have been unable to attract the diminishing 

supply of mobile manufacturing plants in the quantities required in order to stem rising unemployment. 

Not surprisingly, a number of studies have investigated new and small firms in specific regional and 

subregional environments (Mason and Harrison, 1935). Despite this considerable interest by economists 

and geographers in recent years, there is still the need for informative and detailed research into the nature 

and extent of spatial variations in new manufacturing firm formation rates; not least because such 

information Is an essentlai prerequisite in justifying the case for a spatially selective small firms policy 



(Storey, 1982) and in order that the argument for the channelling of greater resources to help new firms in 

specific parts of the country be more fully informed. Pickles and O’Farrell (1987, p.426) have stated, “At 

present our knowledge of entrepreneurship is insufficient both for the purposes of explanation and policy 

prescription”. 

This paper presents the results of a survey of new manufacturing firms and new firm founders in a 

variety of rural and urban areas within Wales. Wales is a traditional peripheral region which has 

experienced massive employment losses in traditional heavy industries such as steel manufacture. In fact, 

over the 1979-85 period, manufacturing employment declined by 30.2% (from 302,298 to 210,933 

employees) (Business Statistics Office, 1979, 1985). The focus on new manufacturing firms is due to two 

main reasons. First, manufacturing firms form part of the ‘basic’ industrial base in a local labour market 

area (Fothergill and Gudgin, 1982, p.34-37). Second, in the 1980s manufacturing employment change 

emerged as the dominant influence upon unequal growth in the UK (Fothergill and Gudgin, 1982, p.46). 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Until recently the vast majority of studies in the British Isles have prominently been concerned with firm 

formation rates in conurbations and large cities (Firn and Swales, 1978; Howick and Key, 1979; London 

Industry and Employment Group, 1979; Nicholson and Brinkley, 1979; Lloyd and Dicken, 1979, 1982; Lloyd, 

1980; Hart, 1987; McEldowney and Middleton, 1987). Only limited research on the extent of rural new 

manufacturing firm formation and the characteristics of new firm founders has been undertaken. 

Gudgin (1978), Fothergill .and Gudgin (1979, 1982) and Gudgin et al. (1979) established that 

manufacturing firm formation rates were significantly higher in the rural areas of the East Midlands than in 

the region’s cities and large towns between 1947-67 and 1947-75. Cross (1981) has noted the greater 

importance of new manufacturing firm formation rates in rural areas of Scotland between 1968-77 and 

indeed, that new firms were the most important source of job generation in Scotland’s twelve most rural 

employment office areas. In a study in South Hampshire over the 1971-79 period Mason (1982) found that 

firm formation rates were lowest in the cities of Portsmouth and Southampton and highest in the rural 

areas, notably the residentially attractive areas of the New Forest. A similar rural-urban contrast has been 

identified in the Republic of Ireland over the 1973-81 period by O’Farrell and Crouchley (1984) who found 

that a high rate of indigenous new manufacturing firm formation was prominently a rural small town 



phenomenon. A clear inverse relationship between the rate of indigenous new firm formation and town size 

was recorded. The Dublin rate was only one-fifth that of the smallest communities (c 1,500 population) and 

about one-half of that recorded by the major provincial towns between 25,001 and 100,000 population. In 

the prominently rural region of East Anglia Gould and Keeble (1984) reported that the new manufacturing 

firm formation rate in rural areas (6.3) was nearly three times larger than that recorded in the large towns 

(2.2) category over the 1971-81 period. In all 69% of East Anglia’s new firms had been established in 

villages or small towns. Moreover, Keeble and Kelly (1986) using VAT registration data for production firms 

in the United Kingdom over the 1980-83 period found at a county level that high new firm formation rates 

were recorded in Greater London and surrounding counties, including those in East Anglia, together with 

three rural / peripheral zones of high formation rates, in the far south-west of England, the rural West 

Midlands of England and Wales and the Scottish Highlands. With the exception of the Highlands most of 

northern Britain was characterised by very low rates. 

However, there remain major differences between researchers in explaining why there are spatial 

differences in formation rates (Gould and Keeble, 1984; Gudgin and Fothergill, 1984; O’Farrell and 

Crouchley, 1984; Whittington, 1984). However, Table 1 illustrates the factors found in the research literature 

to be associated with new manufacturing firm formation, of which some have been shown to inhibit 

individuals from new firm formation whilst others have been found to be more permissive. The factors 

hypothesised to be either positively or negatively associated with new firm formation have been detailed 

’ elsewhere (Westhead, 1988). 

. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The aim of this paper is to examine in detail the nature of surviving new firms in both ‘less industrialised 

rural’ areas and ‘traditional industrial urban’ areas in Wales. The applicability of the hypotheses presented 

in Table 1 in both rural and urban areas in Wales will be tested. A further objective is to identify if there are 

any significant differences between the new firms and new firm founders in these rural and urban 

environments. 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

Definitions 



Unfortunately, “the definition of a new firm is not a clear-cut or unambiguous issue” (Mason, 1983, p.53) but 

in the following discussion, the focus is on wholly new manufacturing firms which are established 

independently and have no “obvious parent in any existing business organisation” (Allen, 1961, p.28). The 

start-up-date of the new firm is taken as the date of the commencement of production on a full-time basis. 

The survey included firms with one (i.e. the founder) or more workers. These choices enabled this research 

to be based on definitions which are consistent with those used in previous studies (Cross, 1981; Mason, 

1982; Keeble and Gould, 1984). 

Survey Design 

The only possible source of information about the background of new firm founders, new firms and the 

actual process of new firm formation is the entrepreneur (i.e. the new firm founder). Unfortunately, it was 

not possible to gain access to an accurate listing of new manufacturing firms in Wales due to confidentiality 

constraints of the 1947 Statistics of Trade Act. As a consequence of this data shortage and due to the 

problems of time and resources as well as the objective of surveying new firms in rural and urban areas, it 

was decided on pragmatic grounds to choose a number of labour markets in Wales and interview as many 

new firm founders in these labour markets as possible. A working presumption adopted in this paper is that 

most new firms locate close to the founders’ place of residence, at least in the earliest days of a new firm 

(Scott, 1976; Gudgin, 1978; Johnston and Cathcart, 1979; Keeble and Gould, 1985). Tperefore, the spatial 

framework adopted was that of the Revised (1978) Travel-To-Work-Areas (TlWAs) the daily urban system 

which attempts to define areas within which the majority of most people’s activities are acted out, in which 

they search for work, education and leisure - and by extension premises. 

In order to survey new firms in contrasting environments the forty llWAs in Wales were classified 

into a smaller number of sub-regions or ‘ecological incubator’ environments which could then easily be 

classified into ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ areas for the purpose of this paper. The classification of Wales into five 

sub-environments is presented in Figure 1 (Westhead, 1987) and on the basis of this classification it was 

possible to survey founders in demonstrably different rural and urban sub-areas. For the purpose of the 

present paper, new firms located in cluster 1 to 4 environments have been regarded as essentially firm 

formations in ‘rural’ areas (with the exception of Cardiff which was not selected for surveying new firm 

founders) whilst firms established in cluster 5 have been assumed to be firm formations in ‘urban’ areas. 
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The New Firm Survey 

The data for this paper was gathered by personal visit and interview during 1986 to surviving manufacturing 

firms which had been established in rural and urban lTWAs in Wales during the period between 1979 

(January 1 st) and 1985 (December 31 St). Twenty out of forty TTWAs were targeted for surveying new firms 

(selected on a subjective basis). The survey procedure identified a total of 335 new manufacturing firms 

(Figure 2). In eighteen of the twenty TTWAs (represented by a proportional symbol in Figure 3) new firms 

were surveyed (the two TTWAs where no new firms were identified are indicated by the N.I. symbol in 

Figure 3). The identification of new manufacturing firms was aided by the construction of a manufacturing 

establishment databank already assembled for the whole of Wales (Westhead, 1988). Detailed fieldwork in 

the llWAs surveyed enabled new firms which had been omitted from the establishment databank to be 

included in the survey design. In all, 269 out of 335 new firms were contacted during the ‘grab’ survey 

using an unarranged ‘knock-on door’ approach which produced a noteworthy 80.3% response rate (82.5% 

response rate in rural llWAs and 77.8% response rate in urban TTWAs - i! = 1.07, no significant difference 

in response rates between the two areas at the 0.05 level of significance). Also, significant differences 

between rural and urban llWAs were identified through Chi-Square testing of responses from the new firm 

survey. 

Problems with the Survey Methodology ’ 

Despite the logic and thoroughness of the survey methodology and the high response rates, it can be 

argued that there are four areas where the methodology can be questioned and it is important to make 

these clear at the outset (Hamilton, 1987, p.71). First, the survey was only able to interview those firms 

which had survived through to 1986: the survey can say nothing about the characteristics of firms which 

had not survived. This is regarded as the major weakness of this study. Second, this is a retrospective 

study and the survey relied upon the memory of founders for the recall of specific circumstances, events 

and motivations. This is not regarded as a major defect of the approach used. Third, on pragmatic 

grounds only the principal founder from each of the surveyed new firms was interviewed. In fact, 123 new 

firms (45.7%) were founded by more than one individual (36.3% and 56.9% in rural and urban areas, 

respectively). However, there would be reasonable grounds to assume that the views of the ‘principal’ 
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founder, will reflect those of the wider founding group. Finally, on a point of omission due to time and 

financial constraints it was not possible to survey founders in the Cardiff lTWA which in retrospect deserves 

to be regarded as a separate urban environment in its own right. 

RESULTS OF THE NEW MANUFACTURING FIRM SURVEY 

New Firm Formation: Scale, Structure and Comparisons 

In line with previous research, the surveyed new firms have made a very small impact on job generation in 

the region with 2,070 jobs being created in the 269 surveyed new firms (mean= 7.70, median= 4) (Table 2). 

In the rural TTWAs 146 new firms were interviewed (Figure 3) and these firms had created 778 jobs (mean = 

5.33, median = 3) whilst in the urban TTWAs surveyed the 123 new firms had created 1,292 new jobs with 

the mean sizes of these firms (mean= 10.50, median= 5) being larger than for rural llWAs (t = -3.36, 

significant difference at the 0.001 level of significance). Interestingly, the mean employment level recorded 

in the survey as a whole is similar to the mean number of jobs gained per firm found in the USA by Teitz et 

al. (1981) in California and Birley (1986) in St. Joseph County, Indiana. In the short run, and taking the 

surveyed TTWAs as a whole, new manufacturing firms have provided relatively few jobs relative to the level 

of total manufacturing employment in the surveyed lTWAs in 1981. 

Also, formation rates were calculated in order to take account of the size of the existing 

manufacturing bases of the surveyed rural and urban TTWAs - firm formation is expressed as - the number 
. 

of surviving new firms formed in an area per 1,000 manufacturing employees in the base year prior to 

formation of 1978. Rural TTWAs had an unadjusted formation rate nearly three times larger than the urban 

areas (7.32 and 2.38 firms per 1,000 manufacturing employees in 1978, respectively). From Figure 4a it is 

apparent that the highest firm formation rates occurred in the following less-industrialised rural 7TWAs: 

Tywyn, Lampeter, Blaenau Ffestiniog and Denbigh. On a technical point, Gudgin and Fothergill (1984, 

p.205) suggested that formation rates based on manufacturing employees alone cause “an arbitrary and 

misleading exaggeration of formation rates in rural areas” and that formation rates should be recalculated 

using manufacturing employment plus 20% of other non-manufacturing total employment in order to 

remove the bias in the formation rate denominator. Even when a wider employment denominator was used 

the sharp contrast in formation rates between rural and urban lTWAs remained (Figure 4b). 
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In terms of the industrial composition of surveyed new firms in Wales, it is apparent from Table 3 
‘. 

‘.... 

that the largest number found in rural areas were in Timber, Furniture, etc (SIC 17); Bricks, Pottery, Glass, 

Cement, etc (SIC 16); Metal Goods nes. (SIC 12) and Other Manufacturing Industries (SIC lg), whilst in 

urban TTWAs it was in Timber, Furniture, etc (SIC 17); Metal Goods n.e.s. (SIC 12); Other Manufacturing 

Industries (SIC 19); and Mechanical Engineering (SIC 7). This table also indicates the existing 

manufacturing composition of the surveyed rural and urban TTWAs in Wales, together with variations in 

barriers-to-entry. In rural TTWAs - high formation rates are associated with low barriers-to-entry and a high 

turnover of firms. Either no new firm formation or low formation rates were recorded in Coal and Petroleum 

(SIC 4); Metal Manufacture (SIC 6); Metal Manufacture (SIC 6); Vehicles (SIC 11) and Food, Drink and 

Tobacco (SIC 3) is in part due to high barriers-to-entry and the importance of large plants with high 

economies of scale in production. In the urban lTWAs the highest firm formation rates were recorded in 

Timber, Furniture, etc (SIC 17); Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (SIC 10) (this high formation rate is in 

part due to the very small 1978 manufacturing employment denominator); Metal Goods n.e.s. (SIC 12); 

Other Manufacturing Industries (SIC 19) and Bricks, Pottery, Glass, Cement, etc (SIC 16). In contrast, low 

formation rates or no new firms at all were recorded in the following capital intensive high barriers-to-entry 

industries: Coal and Petroleum Products (SIC 4); Steel Manufacture (SIC 6); and Vehicles (SIC 11). 

In Table 4 firm formation rates between rural and urban areas in Wales are compared with 

formation rates in different areas of the British Isles. This table has standardised formation rates which 

enables direct comparison between one study and another. The standardised rate is the manufacturing 

firm formation rate for each area (see above) divided by the number of years covered by the study. In 
. 

comparison with other areas of the British Isles, rural lTWAs in Wales (and urban areas in Wales in most 

instances) clearly experienced a high rate of new manufacturing firm formation. It is striking to note that the 

standardised rate for rural llWAs in Wales is even higher than that reported for the Republic of Ireland. 

The standardised formation rate for urban TTWAs in Wales was, contrary to expectations, higher than that 

found in Norfolk and Suffolk with comparison with Northern England and Scotland rates being particularly 

noteworthy. This table indicates that firm formation in the surveyed TTWAs in Wales is at a very high level 

which in part may be due to the period of the present survey which covered the 1978 to 1982 recession in 

the UK. Moreover, Table 5 indicates that 75 new firms in rural areas (51.4%) were established since 1982 

whilst in urban TTWAs 58 firms (47.2%) were established since 1982. This ‘push’ explanation will be 



explored in greater detail in the remainder of this paper but at this stage it can be suggested that those 

individuals who had lost their jobs or were threatened with losing their jobs between 1979 and 1982 had 

gone and set their business up after 1982 when their was an increase in demand for their products and 

services. 

Characteristics of the New Firms 

Table 6 indicates that the present employment sizes of surveyed firms in rural TTWAs was statistically 

significantly smaller than those for urban TTWAs. In rural TTWAs 71.2% of firms were less than 6 

employees in size whilst only 2.1% of firms were larger than 25 employees in size. Conversely, in the urban 

TTWAs 63 firms (51.2%) were less than 6 employees in size. From Table 7 it is apparent that there is no 

statistically significant difference in the number of firms in each of the two types of areas by the industrial 

category of the new firms. 

With regard to the current turnover of the surveyed new firms, Table 8 shows that there is a 

statistically significant difference between firms in rural and urban areas. In rural llWAs 41 .O% of firms had 

a turnover less than f20,OOO compared to 14.6% of firms in urban TTWAs. Surveyed firms in urban areas 

had generally larger levels of turnover with 15.4% of firms in urban areas having a turnover of f500,OOO or 

more. No statistically significant difference was recorded between rural and urban TlWAs in terms of 

current net profitability (Table 9). However, from Table 9 it is apparent that more firms in urban TfWAs 

(65.9%) were making a net profit in contrast to rural TTWAs (56.6%). 

A statistically significant difference between rural and urban areas is presented in Table 10 with 

regard to the percentage of turnover sold in Wales. From this table it can be inferred that new firms in rural 

TTWAs relied upon local Welsh markets more than new firms in urban lTWAs. For example, 45.2% of new 

firms in rural TlWAs sold over 80% of their turnover in Wales whilst only 26.0% of new firms in urban TTWAs 

did the same. Moreover, no statistically significant difference was recorded between new firms in terms of 

the percentage of turnover exported abroad (Table 11). In both rural and urban llWAs over 69% of 

turnover was sold within the UK. Proportionally, however, more new firms in rural TTWAs rather than urban 

TTWAs exported more than 5% of their turnover abroad (15.1% and 11.4% of new firms, respectively). 

From Table 12 it can be inferred that there is a statistically significant difference between rural and urban 

TTWAs in their propensity to sell their turnover to industry. This table suggests that markedly more new 



firms in urban TTWAs than in rural TTWAs sold greater than 90% of their turnover to industry (61.8% and 

39.7% of new firms, respectively). Furthermore, Table 13 indicates that a statistically significant difference 

between the type of work done by new firms is apparent between rural and urban TlWAs. In rural lTWAs 

the majority of new firms made mainly their own products (55.0% of new firms) whilst in urban lTWAs the 

majority of new firms made mainly specification orders (64.0% of new firms). The above tables have 

suggested that new firms in rural lTWAs were generally making their own products which were essentially 

sold within Wales perhaps serving immediate local demand and the tourist industry. In contrast new firms 

in urban TlWAs were mainly involved in making specification products for industry which was sold both in 

Wales serving local markets as well as supplying markets in the rest of the United Kingdom. 

The Characteristics of the New Firm Founders 

The picture of founder characteristics which emerge from the new firm survey in rural and urban llWAs is 

of considerable interest, both intrinsically and because it indicates the applicability of a range of factors 

which have been hypothesised as being associated with new firm formation. Of course, founders in both 

rural and urban lTWAs in Wales do exhibit certain characteristics which are similar to those of their 

counterparts elsewhere in the United Kingdom. 

Table 14 shows that significantly more surveyed principal founders in urban TlWAs were male. In 

fact, in urban TTWAs 94.3% of principal founders were male whilst in rural TTWAs it was 84.9%. The sun/ey 

results also show that the founders’ motivations to start the new firm were similar between rural and urban 

lTWAs (Table 15). In both types of areas the main motivation was to exploit a perceived market 

opportunity closely followed by the motivations of being forced into entrepreneurship and a desire for 

independence. Moreover, prior to start-up over 26.0% of founders in both types of areas were unemployed 

(Table 16). This evidence and the founders motivations prior to start-up indicate that the majority of 

founders in both rural and urban locations were markedly more motivated by positive intentions rather than 

negative factors. Also, from the above results it may be suggested that the recession-push theory (Atkin et 

al., 1983; Binks and Coyne, 1983; Creedy and Johnson, 1983; Binks and Jennings, 1986) does have some 

general applicability because a sizeable proportion of founders were ‘pushed’ into entrepreneurship. 

At the time of start-up, no statistically significant difference was recorded between the ages of 

founders in rural and urban llWAs. In fact, 56.2% and 54.5% of new firm founders in rural and urban 



TTWAs were aged between 30 and 45 years of age (Table 17). From this evidence it can be inferred that 

founders in both rural and urban llVVAs had considerable work experience and may have developed some 

useful personal contacts or ‘networks’ which possibly could have influenced the new firm formation 

process in some positive way. 

A most striking finding of the new firm survey is indicated in Table 18 in which new firm founders in 

Wales differ from their counterparts elsewhere. No less than 65.4% of founders surveyed in Wales were 

immigrants to the Principality, only 34.6% of founders were born in Wales. This is in marked contrast to the 

situation in northern England (Johnson and Cathcart, 1979; Lloyd, 1980), Midland England (Gudgin, 1978), 

rural eastern England (Keeble and Gould, 1985) and southern England (Mason, 1982). In terms of the 

birthplace of founders Table 18 shows that markedly more founders in the environmentally attractive less 

industrialised and rural TlWAs were born outside Wales. The reason for this high level of inmigration into 

rural as well as urban llWAs is in part detailed in Table 19. From this table it can be suggested that 

immigrant founders in urban llWAs mainly established their new firms in Wales due to reasons of a 

previous employment position and factory availability. Whilst in rural TTWAs a wider range of reasons for 

moving to Wales were identified with the most frequently noted being family reasons, the environment, 

previous employment position and a house we could afford. In general, then founders in Wales differ from 

those in other self-contained regions (with the exception of East Anglia as noted by Keeble and Gould 

(1985)) in being influenced more significantly by considerations of inmigration into Wales prior to formation 

for a previous employment position, family reasons and the environment of Wales. 

Personal Background of the New Firm Founder 

Table 20 shows that a larger percentage of founders in rural llWAs had fathers who had last been 

employed as high grade professionals (26.9%) or small proprietors or self-employed artisans (21.4%). 

Moreover, Table 21 indicates that more new firm founders in rural TTWAs rather than urban lTWAs had 

parents who had started an independent business (34.9% and 21.1% of founders, respectively). From this 

evidence it can be suggested that founders in rural TTWAs had been born into families which had a 

stronger entrepreneurial tradition than those in urban lTWAs. 

In terms of credentialised qualifications achieved by founders no statistically significant differences 

were recorded between founders in rural and urban TTWAs (Table 22). It is, however, interesting to note 



that more founders in urban TTWAs had City and Guilds type qualifications than their rural counterparts 

(27.6% and 25.5% of founders, respectively) whilst more rural founders had a first and a postgraduate 

degree (13.8% and 10.6% of founders, respectively). Also, the high percentage level of founders in both 

rural and urban TTWAs in Wales is comparable to the level recorded by founders in East Anglia by Keeble 

and Gould (1985). 

Table 23 shows that no statistically significant difference was recorded between founders in terms 

of previous experience of founding an independent business. In rural TTWAs 36.3% of founders had done 

so whilst in urban TlWAs it was 31.7% of founders. Therefore, in both areas a sizeable minority of founders 

had previous founding experience. 

Characteristics of the New Firm Founders Last Employer Prior to Start-Up 

The survey results show a statistically significant difference between the two areas in terms of the last 

employment position held by founders immediately prior to start-up (Table 24). In urban TTWAs a larger 

percentage of founders had last held managerial (42.4%) and operative (33.8%) positions than in rural 

TTWAs (36.3% and 30.8%, respectively) immediately prior to start-up. Moreover, in rural TTWAs a slightly 

larger percentage of founders than in urban TTWAs had last had a self-employed employment position 

(16.4% and 10.4%, respectively). This evidence suggests that managerial experience was a strong 

promoting influence on new firm formation in urban ITWAs. 

Table 25 indicates that significantly more founders in urban rather than rural TTWAs had been last 

employed in a manufacturing establishment (77.2% and 55.2% of founders, respectively). In fact, in rural 

lTWAs 32.4% of founders had last been employed in a services establishment. Similarly, from Table 26 it is 

apparent that there is a statistically significant difference between the two areas in terms of employment 

size of the founders’ last employer. In rural TTWAs, 42.9% of founders were last employed in 

establishments with 10 or fewer employees whilst only 7.1% of founders had been employed in 

establishments with more than 499 employees. In contrast, 23.9% and 17.7% of founders in urban TTWAs 

were last employed in establishments with 10 or fewer employees and more than 499 employees, 

respectively. Moreover, with regard to the corporate status of founders with a last employer which was a 

manufacturing establishment Table 27 shows that a statistically significant difference exists between rural 

and urban TTWAs. In rural TTWAs the majority of founders were last employed in local manufacturing 



establishments (55.8%) whilst in urban TTWAs local manufacturing (43.8%) and UK national manufacturing 

(36.5%) establishments were found to be more important incubators. 

The evidence presented in Table 28 indicates’ that no statistically significant difference was 

recorded between the two areas in terms of the location of the previous employer prior to start-up. In fact, 

in both rural and urban llWAs over 39% of founders had established their new firm in the same Welsh 

TTWA location as their previous employer prior to start-up. However, it must be stated, that slightly fewer 

founders in rural ITWAs than in urban TTWAs had established their new firm in the same TTWA location as 

their previous employer prior to start-up. This evidence confirms the well established fact that the majority 

of new firm founders establish their new enterprises in the general vicinity of their previous employment and 

place of residence. Also, these latter findings confirm a key point underpinning behavioural explanations of 

spatial variations in firm formation rates, whether these focus on the local occupational, or local firm size 

structure. 

Access to Finance and the Influence of Development Agencies on the New Firm Formation Process 

Table 29 suggests that significantly more founders in urban areas had access to more than one source of 

finance. In rural llWAs 49.7% of founders relied upon a single source of finance whilst in urban TlWAs it 

was 35.8% of founders. In fact, in urban ITWAs 9.8% of founders had used more than three sources of 

finance. However, from Table 30 it does appear that founders in both rural and urban areas had relied 

mainly upon personal savings as their main source of finance during the start-up period. 

The survey results also indicate that in both areas over 70% of founders found the response of 

development agencies helpful (Table 31). The main reason found for contacting agencies was with regard 

to information about premises and significantly more founders in urban TTWAs did, however, stress this 

reason (Table 32). Another reason for contacting agencies was grant availability and financial assistance 

and again significantly more founders in urban TTWAs indicated this was a reason for contacting 

development agencies (Table 33). Finally, Table 34 shows that a further reason for contacting agencies 

-was to gain advice and information. In this respect no statistically significant difference was recorded 

between rural and urban llWAs. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 



This paper has shown that a wide range of detailed information can be distilled from a large survey of new 

firm founders. Also, through the adoption of a micro-level approach to the study of new firm formation the 

importance of behavioural considerations have been found to be of intrinsic interest but also of help in 

order to understand why rates of firm creation and survival are higher in less industrialised rural ~TWA~ 

than in more traditionally industrialised urban TTWAs. The range of hypotheses derived from previous 

research were found to have had some general applicability in both rural and urban TlWAs. However, the 

evidence from the new firm survey supports the view that high rates of new firm formation in rural TTWAs is 

primarily explained by behavioural considerations reflecting a process of inmigration into these areas. This 

inmigration into Wales is a response to job growth in essentially small local manufacturing companies and a 

preference on family reasons to reside in rural areas which have strong physical environmental attractions. 

In summary new firms in rural lTWAs tended to be smaller than their urban counterparts in terms of 

present employment size and current levels of turnover. New firms in rural TTWAs could be suggested to 

be more orientated to craft industries because they were found to be mainly involved in making their own 

products and selling the vast majority of their turnover to local areas of demand such as the tourist market. 

Moreover, founders in rural as well as urban TTWAs did exhibit certain characteristics which were similar 

but in a number of instances statistically significant differences were recorded between rural and urban 

founders. To reiterate, more founders surveyed in rural llWAs were female than in urban TTWAs. 

Markedly more founders in rural llWAs were immigrants and had moved into rural Wales for a variety of 

personal, employment and environmentallJ related reasons. Moreover, founders in rural ITWAs had a 

stronger tendency to have been born into a family with an entrepreneurial tradition. Founders in rural 

llWAs were drawn from a wider range of last occupational backgrounds than their counterparts in urban 

TTWAs and a smaller proportion had last worked in a manufacturing establishment. Their last employers 

also tended to be smaller in employment size and were more locally controlled. During the start-up period 

founders in rural TlWAs predominantly relied upon a single source of finance with that being personal 

savings. Finally, the founders in rural TTWAs claimed that the help given by development agencies had 

been helpful. 

In conclusion, it can be suggested that the survey results presented in this paper has led to a better 

understanding of why there is a marked rural-urban contrast in firm creation in Wales. Also, through the 

use of detailed survey results a better understanding of the characteristics of both new firms and new firm 



founders has been presented. Hopefully this research will enable policy makers to more fully understand 

the characteristics and motivations of new firm founders and to re-emphasise the fact that new firms can 

make a modest contribution to job generation in the short-term. 



TABLE 1: FACTORS IDENTIFIED BY THE NEW FIRM RESEARCH LITERATURE WHICH ARE 

ASSOCIATED WITH BEING EITHER POSITIVELY OR NEGATlVELY ASSOCIATED 

WITH THE RATE OF NEW FIRM FORMATlON IN LABOUR MARKETS 

Factors Surrogate Variables Hypothesis positively or 
negattvely associated 
with new firm formation 

1. RUK3lity 

2. Entry into High % of population in low entry 
industry barrier industries. 

3. Degree of locai 
autonomy 

4. Size of 
‘incubator’ 
firm 

5. Occupational 
experience 

6. Self-Employment 

7. Turbulence 

6. Education 

9. Access to 
capital 

10. Market demand 

11. Premises 

12. Unemployment 

High % of population living in towns 
of over 5,666 population. 
High land area density (or low 
population density). 

High % of population in heavy industries. 
High % of population in mining and 
quarrying industries. 

High % of total manufacturing 
employment in indigenous plants. 
High % of total manufacturing 
employment in foreign-controlled plants. 

High % of total manufacturing 
employment in plants employing 
fewer than 25 persons. 
High % of total manufacturing 
employment in plants employing 
500 or more persons. 

High % of population in managerial 
and professional groupings. 
High % of population in manual 
groupings. 

High % of population being self- 
employed. 

High employment loss rate in 
manufacturing plant closures. 
High rate of manufacturing establishment 
closures. . 

High % of population with higher degrees. 

High savings per head of population. 
High house-owning population. 

High regional income distribution. 
High rate of change in manufacturing 
employment growth. 
High rate of change in total employment 
growth. 

Availability and low cost of premises. 

High % change in the rate of unemployment. 

Negatively 

Positiiely 

Positively 

Negatively 
Negatively 

Positively 

Negatively 

Positively 

Negatively 

Positively 

Negatively 

Positively 

Positively 

Positively 

Positively 

Positively 
Positively 

Positively 
Positively 

Positively 

Positively 

Positively 

Sources: -Per (1971); Johnson 81 Cathcart (1979); Cross (1981); Fothergill & Gudgin (1992); Storey (1982); Gould & 
Kern (199% Gudgin 8 Fothergill (1984): Lloyd 8 hbson (1984); O’Farrell & C~OUOI-IIO~ (19~); Wittington 
(1984); Storey and Jonro (1997). 



Table 2: Employment Creation h Surveyed New Mmtfacturhg Firms, 1979-1985 

Type&B6 TcelflUltWd wmmenpbymgl wm Meda? NewbmerrCloymsnasapof 
a#bihgmkms ill985 RwnrarrsariperrlJcyment.1981 

14s 990 5.33 3 38 
ID 12Q 1osl 5 27 

ToFd LE3 2070 7.70 4 3.0 

Table 3: SurveyedNew Memrfachrrlng Rtma h Wales: lndustdl Dlstrlbutbn 

Standard Indurtffaf cpI.90~ (1966) RlWOl UlbWl Tcw 

No. w Xd No. 
EEL firm EJ2 

NW Kof No. Fkm NW Kof 

abn empbx 
firm 

abm emplsil 
form rim total 
awl empb 1961 

m ymm nnnuf- rme 
!zi -*- 

ram mm nmnuf- 
.I965 acturlng UtUrlng ,195fJ acturing 

wrpc 0m-b rnpb 
m YM ymnr 

3 Fad,drlnkandtabox 4 210 14 0.7 7 1.97 63 23 11 2.01 97 1.6 5 Chunk& and elIId IIIdUeWlN 2 429 11 2.4 7 50 1.6 9 246 61 1.7 6 Metal MMul~ure 0 a00 0 0.0 1 z I3 0.1 0.14 6 0.1 7 Mechelllul engineulng 12 4.69 166 6.1 11 3.60 96 3.1 
2l 

4.04 252 4.4 s Instrument englneulng 4 4.71 13 1.5 1 356 3 1.1 5 4.43 16 1.4 9 Elecfrlul engbleerlng 6 !xlo U 3.0 7 1.66 103 2.3 15 2.52 147 2.5 10 ;;ft;di"g and MdM @Wf-dn'J 3 aoB x 0.6 .!I 126.0 7: 25.0 4 10.63 5 1.3 11 1 232 0.5 1.07 1.0 
12 Meml gcoda n.e.a. 13 10.67 64 5.2 16 5.66 136 5.0 

2i ::: 1: 1.0 
5.0 13 TOXtlbr 10 7.50 66 4.2 3 Cl.86 59 13 2.69 112 2.3 14 Leafher.Irslhef9ooda and fur 4.w 

15 CMhlry end foe- 
: 

3.61 
6i 1.5 0 0.00 

3.5 3 1.37 
se0 

db" 
29 1 2.79 3 0.9 

10 2.49 123 3.1 16 Brick. pottery. glam amom. MC 14.64 69 5.4 3.09 43 1.5 26 6.66 112 2.7 17 Tiifumkun.ac 
ii 

32.91 146 12.2 
2i 

11.69 166 9.3 66 19.09 311 9.0 16 Paper. priming 4nd pubMIng 10 a19 : 29 6 251 40 1.9 16 3.99 64 2.1 19 Other rr'tenufacturl~ 13 a58 5.9 16 5.67 373 13.2 29 6.69 463 10.7 

TOtsl 146 a68 778 3.6 123 262 1.2%? 27 269 3.91 2.090 3.0 

Table 4: IWonalComparlsonsofNewManufadurhghmFormatkm 

AJJfcf (S) Ama 

198678 
1-70 

1986-78 
19s95 

1-75 
198875 

19tB-n 
1971-79 
1s7la1 
ls9l431 
197lSl 
lwlnsl 
lsnS1 
197482 
197+83 
1979%5 
197MS 
lga.85 

165 
28 

2.z 
533 

ls60 

504 
33) 
313 
903 
20% 
l&? 

1,482 
152 
99 

177 
1SS 
335 

0.10 
025 

a17 
059 

036 
0.42 

0.00 
034 
059 
039 
030 
028 
081 

a15 
0.40 
1M 
034 
OS3 



Table 5: Year of Foundation of Surveyed New Firms 

Yeud- Rid lhml Td 

bb. % bb. % No. % 

1979 29 19.9 14 11.4 43 l&O 
lsg) 12 a2 13 108 25 93 
lS8l 14 a6 20 163 34 126 
1982 16 111) 18 148 34 128 
IQgj 21 14.4 19 ISA 40 149 
1994 .2l l4A 17 138 38 14.1 
IS95 33 228 P 179 56 20.4 

TOTAL 146 1001 123 mm see 999 

xL728df.-6 x&+sMaaq~. 

Table 6 FreeentEmpkyments&aeofsuweyedNewFllme 

--gap Flrrl ubm Td 

r+b. % t-b. lb No. % 

1 - 5 104 7l2 512 167 5Ll 
6 - lo 28 192 ii 163 178 

11 - 15 x) aa 14 11.4 : a9 
16 - 25 

LaB i E 
17 138 I8 a7 
9 73 12 4.5 

TOTAL 148 IWO 123 100.0 28 1000 

X2=2752df.=4X2 0m=laa wk 

Tabb 7: Number of Surveyed New Flrrm by mndard Industrial cetegoty (1968) Order 

t-b. % ta. % No. % 

3 
$6610 

5 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14filS 

16 
17 
18 
19 

Fd&lcprdlobam 
i 

27 
34 

b4hduidm 12 
tmmlt- 4 E 
Ebwqjmeiq 0 a5 
Vm 1 47 
WgmBnss I3 a9 

TMH lo aa 
lsdIar,leshsrgmQandkrad~imd 8 55 

ii 
130 
28.7 

10 aa 
13 a9 

3 17 73 

11 a9 
1 OE 
7 57 
8 as 

I6 130 
3 24 
3 24 

2t 22 
6 49 

16 131) 

11 
14 

23 
5 

15 
9 

29 
13 
11 

a 
ea 
I6 

29 

4.1 
52 

BB 
19 
SE 
33 

108 
48 
41 

104 
245 

a9 
108 

TOTM 148 WE IP 999 a9 1091) 



Table 8 Current Level of Turnover of Surveyed Firms 

CanwnWdurww Fw ubm Tocrl 

bb. % Na % No. % 

< fa,ow 59 411) la 148 77 2BE 
f2onoo - mQ.9m 39 27.1 27 220 88 24,7 
f%mJ - f99,999 19 125 16 130 34 127 
floo.coo - f499.999 a8 iai 43 35.0 ea 258 

a aao.ooo 2 1.4 19 154 a 79 

TOTPL 144 lo(14 Ii3 1001) 267 999 

x2wloBdL4 x2ga)l=1a49wmcc, 

Table 9 Current Level of Net Rofitablllty of Surveyed New Flrrns 

QmmtbmidnotP 

k % Fh % bb. % 

lnm 24 16E 8 17.1 45 188 
Rcidwn 39 289 21 17.1 80 z.4 
P&l &? 568 m 65.9 f63 608 

TOTN. 145 X0.1 123 100.1 a88 IGQl, 

X2-3.B3 d.f.12 X29p5S9 k@UH, 

Tabb 10 Penxntage of Turnover Sold ln Wabs by Surveyed New flmw 

bb. % hb. % No. % 

0 
ii 

75 15 122 aB 
1 - 10 ia4 z.B 288 57 2: 

;: g 128 I9 178 130 E 17.1 179 47 175 152 
al - la0 88 452 32 261) 2 364 



Table 11 Percentage of Turnover -otted Abroad by New Firms 

Rd utm TOM 

m. 4: m. % ND. % 

0 101 692 93 758 194 RI 
I- 5 a 158 16 130 38 145 
6 - loo 22 161 14 11.4 38 13.4 

TOTAL IYI 10111 123 1001) 288 1co.o 

s-l.41 d.f.12 X20~=5Si9 Paaptf+, 

Table 12 Fwcmtage of Turnover Sold to Industry by Surveyed New Firms 

Fwcan@pdmmarsddbhMy 

m. % ND. % m. % 

0 77 527 41 333 110 439 
c - - 90 

loo Ai 
75 

7i 
49 17 63 

397 BlE 134 488 

TOTAL 146 999 IP IODD a88 ICQD 

X2-13.CQdf.=2 X20p921 FbjeaH, 

Table 13 TypeofWorkDonebySurveyedNnvFhms 

. . 

m. % m. % k % 

w-- 63 45.0 73 6111 138 535 
w-P-- 77 55.0 41 389 II8 46s 

TOTM 140 100.0 114 100.0 254 ICOD 

$=a40 df.=i x20a -6s) hjeaH, 



Table 14 Gender of sunmyed New Firm Founders 

Gmkrdtwwfhlandes Fw L&m Totd 

m. % m. % ND. % 

we 124 049 116 943 240 892 
Fe-d 22 61 7 57 29 IW 

TOTAL 148 IWO 123 1001) 288 1001) 

Table 15 SuiveyedNewFirmFounder#MothmtbnstoStarttheNewAm 

bkhabnlQ~ulenewh Rid UbKl Toptl 

m. % m. % m. % 

FOIWMB~ 37 253 35 285 72 288 
Wsiebidspcndtnos I 241) 2s 21.1 m 227 
ToezqktapambdrrmMappDnnily 47 322 38 309 85 31s 
Fruldd Is 103 12 9.0 27 10.0 
Flusrabn 8 55 11 a9 I9 7.1 
otlm 4 27 1 0.8 5 19 

TOTAL 146 lcm 1P 1WD see lCO.1 

7 

Table 16 Surveyed New Finn Founders Being Unempbyed Rbr to Start-Up 

~~-@vJ Rid utul Toarl 

m. % m. % m. % 

bb 108 741) a4 683 IS2 71.4 
Y6U d 2ao 38 31.7 77 a.6 

TOTM 148 IWO 123 1001) a9 103.1 

XL0.79d.L1 X20fi=3rnAocspHv 



Table 17 Surveyed New Firm Founders’ Age at StaMJp 

ta. % m. % Na % 

82 19 ISA 10.4 
13.7 ai 112 

g: z r) 29 28.0 199 ii P 18.7 179 ; 227 19ll 
41 - 45 15 103 22 179 37 138 
48- 50 18 110 la ai 28 9.7 

> 51 I9 l3D 17 138 38 134 

TCTTAL 148 la.1 1P 999 2s lW2 

Tabb 18 Birthplace of Suweyad New Firm Foundera 

aWe- 107 733 89 581 IB 85.4 
kv& 39 28.7 51 439 93 348 

TOTAL 148 1WD 123 1001) 28 1001) 

Table 19 Surveyed New Firm Founders Reasonsfor lnmigratlon lnto Wales- Number of Times Mentbned 

m. % m % No. % 

-@Mm-m a 1.51 3l 419 Y 239 
Fanly- 38 25.7 12 182 sl 22E 

a 21.7 2 27 36 l!iS 
ktxB3wcnldalw 2l 138 2 27 P 102 
F=VW 8 a9 15 203 21 93 
ohm 30 19.7 12 182 42 188 

T(sTAL IS? 999 74 1001) a3 1W.l 



Table 20 Surveyed New Finn Founders Fathers’ Social Class Ranking 

Fahers'sDddChSla+ilg Fm uim Td 

m % m. % No. % 

Ni!=qadel * ‘vdwea-8 39 289 2l 17.1 80 22.4 
Fy+----pogerPreb 
afrrrstaJsandr- 
a-db#lRgadeEdridm 

14 97 10 ai 24 9.0 

smal+ajs n 2l.4 15 122 48 172 
a-has 

aim 8l 421 77 628 138 515 

TOTAL 145 ml.1 IP 1001) 288 loal 

Tabb 21 

kfpesnemmdatukem? Rla Lkul T& 

m. % b& % No. % 

F$ 96 86.1 97 789 I%? 71.4 
YES 51 349 % a.1 77 288 

TOTAL 146 IWD IP 1001) a9 IWO 

Table 22 Credentiallsed Quallkatbns Achieved by Surveyed New Firm Founders 

m. % m. % m. % 

~L3&b 49 8 338 255 44 34 358 27s % n 34.7 a35 
ONclomd~ a 138 25 203 45 la8 
-adam I9 191 7 57 % 9.7 
Fisr=wJtw-decae 20 138 13 10.8 33 123 

TOTAL 145 1001) 1-B 1wa 288 1001) 

$1821 df-4 ~ofi=9.49kCWtH, 



Table 23 Surveyed New Firm Founders Prevkws Experlenca of Founding an Independent Business 

t-b 53 83.7 64 883 177 658 
YeS 53 383 38 31.7 SQ 342 

TOTAL 148 1000 IP IWO 288 1006 

$=Wd.f.=l X2~=3E4Aceep~ 

Tabb 24 Last Empbyment FWtbn Held by Surveyed New Firm Founders lmmedlately Prior to Start-Up 

N3. % Fh % m. $6 

53 383 81 488 114 42.4 
45 WE 4 37.4 91 338 
24 la4 4 33 2s 1OA 
24 l&4 12 98 38 la4 

TOTAL 148 999 123 IdQl 289 1001) 

$=17.02 a-3 x20~=1827wH, 

Table 25 
. 

Standard lndustrlal Category (1968) of tha Surveyed New Firm Founders Last Employer Prior to 
start up 

slC.(lQ8qofksran@myu RJd utm Tti 

m. 4: r& % m. % 

80 552 96 772 175 853 
rsenime 47 324 P 183 87 25.0 
- I8 124 8 85 as 47 

TOTAL 145 lW.0 123 1001) 288 IWO 

s-1430 d.f.=2 &~=13&2 %@U&, 



Table 26 Employment S&e of the Surveyed New Firm Founders Last Empbyer Frkw to Start Up 

Gqkynmrsizedlasterrp@er 

m. % m. % No. % 

5 10 48 429 27 239 333 

::. - 24 99 14 125 179 24 13 115 :: 120 148 
loo - 498 z 198 izl 2; it 227 

2x0 8 7.1 17.7 % 124 

TOTAL 112 1009 13 1001) Pg IWO 

Table 27 Corporate Status of the Surveyed New Firm Founders Last Manufacturing Employer Prior to Start 
up 

m % m % ND. % 

kdflmhahg 48 %.8 42 438 90 49.5 
UKnabneWUWNhQ I!5 174 36 385 50 27s 
UKLaenrelmelfl lWkWI 11 129 8 83 l9 IOA 
F-&m 12 14.0 11 11.5 P 126 

TOT& 88 loo.0 88 lcal 182 lW.0 

Table 28 katbn of Surveyed NDW Firm Founders Last Gnpbyer Prku to Start Up 

Tti5walllw !57 393 54 439 111 41.4 

itiEZ!LTZ l8 5 124 34 I9 5 I!% 4.1 37 lo 138 37 
cbwewee 85 448 45 38E 1lO 41.0 

TOTAL 148 999 123 lW.0 zw 999 



Table 29 EClmber of lnltlal Sources of Fhance Used by Surveyed New Firm Founders 

MnWdiW-dl RJd utm Tti 

m. % m. % No. % 

: 49.7 372 ii 391) 358 118 433 
I@ 38.1 

3 I!? 103 I9 ISA 34 127 
2 4 4 28 12 QE I8 8.0 

TOTAL 145 IWO IZJ 1001) 288 1m.r 

#=9.84 d.f.-3 X2 oD5=7-@ w=wy 

Table 30 Types of lnltlal Sources of Finance Used by Surveyed New Firm Founders: Number of Times 
Mentbned 

T~dtmmtmd fu lhul TOU 

m. x Fh % m % 

-m 
LmlBlarerrfaltha~~ 
-rrmgege 
Lmlsmdgirlskrmt~~ 
ahma 

134 
57 
17 
I2 
P 

5.1 
Bs 

71) 
43 
95 

ll3 4% 
86 282 
la 73 
I8 73 
34 13.7 

247 
la 
36 
w 
57 

503 
248 

7.1 
ai 

IIE 

TOTAl 243 IWO 248 ICQI 48l 999 

$&El d.f.=4 X2-=0/N Amapt& 

Tabb 31 

m. % M % m. % 

42 298 % 2Q4 77 298 
98 702 84 708 183 70.4 

TmAl. Ul IWO 119 IW‘O %o 1411) 

Aom df.=i x2~=3.84 poDBp* 



Table 32 Surveyed New Firm Founders Reason for Contacting Agencies - hformatbn About Premises 

bb. K Fb. % Fh % 

ta 29 20 16 13D 45 168 
YEE 116 601) 107 871) zp 832 

TOTAL 146 1OOa 1P 1000 2BB 1001) 

Table 33 Surveyed New Firm Founders Reason for Contacting Agenclss - Grant Availabillty and Financial 

lb. % bb. K ND, ?4 

bb 50 345 a 21.1 76 26.4 
Ym s 66B 97 76B 192 7lB 

TmfU. 146 1000 1P 100.0 a6 1WD 

Xk19dhl x&&+34 RqeuH, 

Table 34 Surveyed New Fhn Founders Mason for WMacthg Agencies - Advlca and General lnformatbn 

k x ND. K Na X 

bb 43 297 3e 31.7 82 3oB 
Ym 102 703 64 663 180 a.4 

TOTAL 145 1oOD 1P 100.0 266 1001) 

$wOCd d.f.-1 X20p3.& km&RI-b 
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